Quick & Easy Face Mask with Darts

**Supplies:**
- (2) pieces of contrasting fabric 8” x 11” [or preferred size]
- Fabric for ties 1.25” x 42”

**Directions:**
1. Cut out all pieces
2. Fold down ½” on one long side of each 8” x 11” piece & topstitch down
3. Layer fabrics right sides together with the folded edges at the top, stitch down the other three sides with ¼” seam allowance
4. Turn Right Side Out & fold in half like a hot dog (long ways)
5. Mark in 3” from outer edge on folded edge on both sides & draw a line from the 3” mark to the corner to form the dart
6. To make strap, trifold long piece of fabric lengthwise & top stitch down through all layers
7. Lay strap inside “hotdog” as pictured with raw edges hanging out & sew along dotted lines- this will form darts & encase the strap
8. Flip right side out & clip strap in the middle to form two straps

**Size**
- Large Mask- 8” x 11”
- Medium Mask- 7.2” x 9.9”
- Small (Kid) Mask - 6.4” x 8.8”
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